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Let -4 be a real Bose or Fermi one-particle operator with 11 /l 11 < I. Using 
Kaplansky’s density theorem, a simple proof is given of the fact that r(A), 
the operator in Fock space induced by A, is positivity preserving in the relevant 
L2-space. 
INTRODUCTION 
A powerful tool in the methods of constructive quantum field theory has 
been the use of positivity properties of certain operators-usually, the 
semigroups generated by the free and spatially cutoff P(a),-Hamiltonians 
[3-6, 9, 14, 15, 17, 181 and also the semigroups and resolvents generated by 
some fermion Hamiltonians [2, 51. 
For the free case, most proofs tend to be complicated by the approxima- 
tions used [4, 171 (see, however, [lo]). We present an alternative proof 
which follows essentially from Kaplansky’s density theorem [7, 81. Moreover, 
we are able to treat both the Bose and Fermi cases almost simultaneously. 
Our result seems to be new in the Fermi case with one-particle operator not 
self-adjoint. (The self-adjoint case was proved by Gross [5]). 
1. NOTATION 
Let H’ be a real Hilbert space, and let H be its complexification. Let 
K = @TZr, K, be the Hilbert space tensor algebra over H, and let Y, ti 
and K, and K, be the symmetrization and antisymmetrization projections in 
K, and their respective ranges. Then KS n K, = K, @ Kl , where K,, = @, 
and K, = H, the tensors of rank zero and one, respectively. 
For z E H, the creation operator C(Z): K, + K,,, is defined by 
k H C(x) k = (?t + 1)1/Z x @ K, kEK,. 
* Supported by BNDE. 
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By linearity, C(z) defines an operator on the algebraic tensor algebra over H. 
Let k E H’. The boson field, @(A), is the densely defined symmetric operator 
in KS given by 
CD(h) = ST(h) 9 + (.YC(h) .q* 
and the fermion field, !P(Y(h), is the densely defined symmetric operator on K, 
given by 
Y(h) = SK(h) d + (&T(h) d)*. 
It is well known that @(A) is essentially self-adjoint, and that, for h, , A, E H’, 
we have 
esp i @(h,) esp i @(ha) = exp i @(h, + h,) 
on K, (the bar denotes the operator closure). Y(Y(h) defines a bounded operator 
on K, , and, for h, , h, E H’, we have 
Y(h,) Y(hJ + Y(h,) Y(h,) = 2(h, , hp) II on K,, . (1) 
Denote exp i@(h) r KS by U(h), and Y(h) r K, by Y(h), h E H’, and let Sz 
denote the element 1 E @ = K. considered as an element of KS n Ka . Let 
‘$?I, and ‘g,, be the self-adjoint algebras generated by polynomials in 
{U(h) 1 h E H’) and {y(h) I h E H’:, 
respectively, and let $?I and ?? be their strong closures in %(K,) and 23(K,), 
respectively. Since 21 is commutative, it is algebraically isomorphic, as a 
C*-algebra, to the uniform algebra, C(Q), of continuous complex-valued 
functions on its spectrum, Q. The positive linear functional A t+ (AS2, J2), 
A E \X, thus defines a regular probability measure, p, on Q. Since Sz is cyclic 
for 6X, the map D: % + KS, g iven by d w AJ2, extends to a unitary opera- 
tor D: L”(Q, p) -+ KS . Furthermore, since fi is cyclic, 91 is maximal abelian 
and so 2I =L=(Q,p) [16]. 
For the fermion case, we note that the map D: ‘t + Ka , given by A M AJ2, 
extends to a unitary operator D: L*(E) - K, , where L*(g) is the completion 
of G.? with respect to the norm /I A I/ = (A*AQ, 52)lj2 [5, 131. If m(.) denotes 
the functional (. G, Q) on V, then (K, , %, m) is a regular probability gage 
space [5, 11, 121. L”(g) can therefore be considered as a set of possibly 
unbounded operators on K,, . Th e notion of positivity is thus well-defined 
in L2(%): rZ EP(E), A 3 0 if and only if -4 is a non-negative self-adjoint 
operator. 
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2. POSITIVITB PRESERV.ITION 
Let (L”, LI) denote either (L’((), p), L’(L), ,L)) or (L”(% ), % j. 
DEFINITION. 11 linear operator T, on L’ is said to be positivity preserving 
if T maps nonnegative elements into non-negative elements, and if 0 EL’, 
f3 3 0 and TB = 0 implies that 0 = 0. 
Let -1: H- H, be a linear operator and suppose 11 A 1, -:i 1. Then 
P(=1): k’ - IC is given on rC,, by -4 0 ... @ d (rr factors), P(=1) ,Q = R. 
P(d) defines a bounded operator on R (in fact it is a contraction), and & and 
& are invariant under P(&J). 
THEOREM. Let d: H + H, ;I Ad I/ :‘,: I. Suppose -4: H’ + H’. Then 
D-IT(d) D is positizity preserPin,o n L”. 
Proof. Let B EL“, 0 > 0. Then 
(D-‘r(A) DH, I),2 = (r(A) Do, Q), 
= (Dtl, r(d*) Q), = (De, f& 
= (d, l),, . 
Hence 
Dplr(A) DB = 0 E- (8, I),, = 0 
=- I? = 0 [II, 121. 
Let 0 ELM, 0 3 0. \Ve have now only to show that D-‘r(A) D8 3 0. But in 
any regular gage space, x EL’ is nonnegative if and only if (x, P)L? 3 0 for all 
projections P in the ring of the gage space. Therefore we need only show that 
(D-lr(-g) DB, P)L2 2 0 for all projections PELT, i.e., that 
(r(A-2) DB, DP), = (r(d) De, Pl& > 0, forallP=P* =P”ELm. 
Now, if $93 denotes either 91, or 5?,, , then we have that 93 is strongly dense 
in Lm. Therefore, by Kaplansky’s density theorem [7, 81, there is a uniformly 
bounded net {S,} in 93 converging strongly to P such that S,*S, converges 
strongly to P*P = P. In particular, S,*S,Q converges to PQ strongly in 
K. So we see, by continuity, that the proof is complete if we can show that 
(P(A) DB, S*SQ), 2 0 for any S E ‘33. It is here that we are forced to con- 
sider the bose and fermi cases separately. 
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(i) Boson case. Let SEW, . Then S has the form 
S := f ajCT(hj) 
J=l 
for some N < CD, aj E C, hj E H’, 1 <j < AT. 1Ve have 
(T(d) De, S*SQ)K = (DB, +I*) S*SQ), . 
But one can show (e.g., 17) that 
q,a *> s*si2 
N 
= 1 SjakU(rZ*hk - A*hj) eXp[((hn. - hj), (Q 
j,k=l 
and so 
D-l&d *) S*Ss;, 
N 
= 1 aja,U(A *h, - A*hj) exp[((h, - h,), (I 
j,k=l 
- A4 *) (h, - /z~))~,] Q 
- AA*) (h, - h,))]. 
Now, for almost all 4 EQ, and for h in any fixed finite dimensional subspace 
of H’, the map h w U(A*h) (4) is osi ive semidefinite, as is the p t 
map h ++ exp[(h, (1 - Ad”) Iz)~,]. 
It follows that their product is also positive semi-definite; i.e., 
D-‘T(A*) S*SL? 3 0 
almost everywhere. Hence 
(r(A) Do, S*SQ), = (0, D-lT(,4*) S*SQ),, 2 0 
as required. 
(ii) F ermion case. Let SE K,, . Then S has the form 
S = ‘WV,),..., Vd) 
where q(xi ,... , XJ is some complex polynomial in n-variables, and 
h 1 ,..., h, E H’. Let {E,,) be a sequence of finite dimensional projections on 
H’, such that E, increases to II, and E,,,h, = hi , Vm, 1 .< j < N. E,, defines a 
finite dimensional projection in H, and E,AE,,, converges strongly to A in 
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H, as 111 - ,CC and therefore r(E,,,dE,,) converges strongly to r(=1) in K, so 
we need only consider r(E,,,&-IEi,,). M’e must show that 
(r(En$E,,,) Do, S*SQ), = (D--1r(E,,,A4E,,tj DD lr(E,,t) DH, S’ S)L2 ;-’ 0 
we have used r(=1B) = I’(-A) r(B) in order to write 
K%,=I&,) = WL~~E,,,j V,,,)). 
But D-lr(E,,J Dd is the conditional expectation of bl with respect to %?(E,,JI’), 
the algebra generated by {Y(h) ! h E E,H’] [5, 1 I, 12, 201. Hence, 
D-‘r(E,,) DB EL’(?Y(E,H’)), 
and 0 >, 0 implies that D-‘r(E,,,) D0 1~ 0. Also, S*S E %(E,,,H’), and 
P’r(E,,JE,,,) D: L2(F(E,,,H’)) -L2(~(E,,,H’)), 
and so we have reduced the problem to a finite dimensional one. 
Let H,,,’ and H, denote E,,,H’ and E,,,H, respectively, and let B = E,,,AE,,, . 
Then B is an operator in H,,, . Let B = U 1 B 1 be its polar decomposition, 
and let N be the projection onto the null space of Cr. Then I: is unitary from 
(NH,)l onto C’H,, , and so dim(NH?,,)l = dim UH,,, . Since dim H, < co, 
it follows that dim NH,,, = dim( L.‘H,,)l, and so there exists a unitary 
V: NH,,, + (I_TH,,,)l. By setting T’ r (XH,,,)l = 0, we see that (U + I’) is 
unitary from H,,, onto H,,, . Since CT: H,,,’ - H,,!‘, we can choose 1,’ so 
that I’: H,,,’ - H,,,‘, and therefore L’ + V: H,,,’ + H,,,‘. Furthermore, 
U == (CT + I’) Xl, and so B = (C’ + l-) I%‘~ 1 B ! . Now, 
r(AJ,) = r(A,) r(A,), 
and it is known [5] that r(_4) is positivity preserving if A is self-adjoint, so we 
need only consider the case B = W, unitary, with IV: H,,,’ --f H,,,‘. But in 
this case, it is not difficult to see that 
r(w) qyfyh,),..., qhJ)* v(q&j,..., qhJ) Q 
= q3(qw~,),..., Y(whn)* q3(Y(wlz,),..., Y(Wh,)) Q. 
(This can be proved, for example, by using Wick’s theorem [lg.]) Thus 
D-‘17(W*) DS*S = T*T > 0, 
where T = v(Y( W*h,),..., Y( W*h,)), and so (D-lr( W) DB’, S*S) > 0 if 
8 3 0 and the proof is complete. 
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